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1
Predicted Net Flux Versus Pressure 
Profiles During a Probe Descent into 
Uranus’s Atmosphere
Why the Ice Giants?
Recommended by the Planetary Science Decadal Survey
NASA research teams are competing for funding to develop
Only visited once each by Voyager Two
– Uranus 1986 
– Neptune 1989
Distant Earth Observations
They’re part of the most populous class of exoplanets currently 
discovered
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Radiative Transfer and the IG-NFR
IG-NFR = Ice Giants Net Flux 
Radiometer
Original specs: 
– 5° FOV on Winston 
Cones
– 5 viewing angles
– 1s integration at each 
viewing angle
– 7 spectral channels to 
observe
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An animation of the IG-NFR descending through an Ice Giant Atmosphere. Five viewing angles are shown, along 
with predicted cloud layers and radiation paths. [2]
Goal of my project
Examining Responsivity of the Net Flux Radiometer for the Ice Giants (IG-NFR) with 
the goal to find the best spectral channels to observe in an Ice Giant Atmosphere
■ Three filter bandwidths previously defined for broad areas of interest
■ Four channels to be determined
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Field of View (FOV)
6
FOV 5° FOV 10° FOV 15°
Bandwidth: 0.6-3.5um, 1s integration (NEP 52pW)
Improvement based on changes
Result of investigations done throughout the project. These plots show improvement in 
the thinnest (hardest to distinguish) channel, 1-.3.5um.
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Additional Contributions to the Project
■ Firmware on the NFR FPGA
– error checking script




■ Noise calibration test and fiber optic cable tests in the lab
8
Conclusions and Future Plans
■ These findings are being used in a proposal to continue to receive funding for 
the development of the IG-NFR
■ Repeat for Neptune 
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